Assessment of current strategies for weaning premature infants from supplemental oxygen in the outpatient setting.
: With improvements in neonatal intensive care, more premature infants are surviving. Many have significant pulmonary morbidities after discharge from the hospital. Bronchopulmonary dysplasia is the most common morbidity of prematurity and is a common indication for home oxygen therapy in children. Data are lacking on the appropriate methods for weaning supplemental oxygen. The objective of this study was to identify the methods used by pediatric pulmonologists to wean premature infants from supplemental oxygen. : One hundred eighty-four questionnaires were sent to pediatric pulmonologists at 20 pediatric pulmonary programs. : This cross-sectional, self-administered anonymous survey assessed strategies for oxygen weaning for premature infants. MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES AND PRINCIPLERESULTS:: We had a 70% (14/20) institutional response rate. Of the responding institutions, we had a 73% (99/136) response rate. The majority of pulmonologists surveyed (78%) reported using nocturnal oxygen saturations as the primary indication for weaning. Only 8% of pulmonologists reported using a standardized protocol. Half of the respondents reported weaning diuretics prior to oxygen. The factors considered prior to initiating oxygen weaning included growth (96%), vital signs (85%), hospitalizations (68%), and echocardiograms (59%). Fewer respondents (21%) reported using chest x-ray findings. The minimum oxygen saturation in room air required to take a patient off oxygen ranged from 90% to 95%, with a mean of 93% (SD = 1.74). : Pediatric pulmonologists reported a wide range of practice patterns in weaning premature infants from supplemental home oxygen. Very few respondents reported using a standardized protocol. There is no consensus about whether to wean diuretics or oxygen first. The majority of providers use nocturnal oxygen saturations as an indication for readiness to wean. Growth is an important factor for oxygen weaning considered by most pulmonologists surveyed. Consensus guidelines and subsequent evaluation of such guidelines are needed to ensure the safety of this growing population of infants.